Descriptive epidemiology of injuries in a Brazilian premier league soccer team
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Abstract: Soccer, which has a large number of participants, has a high injury incidence that causes both financial and time burdens. Therefore, knowledge about the epidemiology of soccer injuries could allow sports-medicine professionals, such as physicians and physiotherapists, to direct their work in specific preventive programs. Thus, our aim was to conduct an epidemiological survey of injuries sustained by professional soccer players from the same team who participated in the Brazilian championship premier league in 2009. To this end, we evaluated retrospectively player medical records from the team, which included name, date of birth, position, date of injury, mechanism of injury, and type of injury. In the period of study, 95 injuries were recorded: 42 (44.2%) were recorded during matches, and 53 (55.8%) during the training period. Injuries occurred more frequently in midfielders and strikers. All injuries happened in the lower limb, most of the injuries were muscular, and most occurred as the result of collisions with other athletes. In summary, this study demonstrates that there is a need for greater safety awareness in the training environment.
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Introduction

With 220 million players worldwide, soccer is the world’s most popular team sport. According to estimates from the Fédération Internationale de Football Association, the average injury costs US$150, and the total cost of worldwide soccer injuries is nearly $30 billion a year. To reduce this monetary burden, preventive injury programs are of great interest. In this context, data collection about the epidemiology of injuries, risk factors related to dangerous situations, and aspects of the game are desirable. Risk factors include intrinsic and extrinsic risk factors. In this context, intrinsic risk factors play an important role, and include previous injury, older age, poor flexibility, and decreased muscle strength or strength imbalances.

In soccer, a player is considered injured when he/she cannot attend the next match or practice session. According to previous studies, muscle strains, contusions, and sprains constitute approximately 75% of professional players’ injuries. Injuries of the lower limbs, in which the thigh, knee, and ankle are the most commonly impaired sites, constitute 60%–85% of all soccer injuries in both sexes. More than half of the injuries are caused by collision between players, and most of the others occur during actions such as running, shooting, turning, and heading the ball. Surprisingly, few previous studies have evaluated the occurrence of injury in Brazilian soccer players. Brazil has a high number of participants, and is considered to have some of the best soccer players in the world. Indeed, there is a lack of descriptive data in the international literature concerning this aspect of elite soccer players from South America.
Thus, the current study was performed to investigate the occurrence of injury in soccer players from a Brazilian premier league professional soccer team. Secondary aims were to describe the mechanisms and specific injury patterns of soccer players in order to enable the development of strategies for injury prevention.

Materials and methods
The occurrence, site, and cause of injuries were retrospectively studied in 35 male Brazilian professional soccer players from the same team. The squad was composed of three goalkeepers, eight center backs, six wing-/fullbacks, eight defensive midfielders, three attacking midfielders, and seven strikers. The characteristics of the athletes are presented in Table 1.

Data on occurrence, site, and cause of injuries related to the 2009 season, particularly in the Brazilian soccer premier league (played during April to December), were retrospectively collected from medical records. In this period, athletes played 38 official matches. The team had a physician responsible for clinical evaluation, diagnosis, and treatment of injured athletes. This physician, who was present during all training sessions and competitions, was responsible for maintaining the medical records. Information about the injury was noted, including the type, severity, and site of injury; the time and mechanism of injury (traumatic or overuse); and whether it happened during a match or training.

In this study, injury was defined as any physical damage to the player due to soccer-related activity participation that caused the player to miss at least one training session or match. Illnesses, diseases, and mental complaints were not considered physical complaints.

All experimental procedures were designed according to the Helsinki Conference for research on human beings and to the ethical standards in sports-and-exercise science research.

Statistical analysis
A descriptive statistical analysis was performed (mean, standard deviation, and absolute and relative frequencies) using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA) version 5.0 for Windows.

Results
In the period of study, 95 injuries were recorded: 42 (44.2%) were recorded during matches, and 53 (55.8%) during the training period. Data are presented as absolute frequency (relative frequency).

Among the injuries that occurred, five (5.3%) injuries occurred in goalkeepers (1.66 injuries/athlete), 15 (15.8%) injuries occurred in center backs (1.87 injuries/athlete), eleven (11.6%) injuries occurred in wing-/fullbacks (1.83 injuries/athlete), 30 (31.6%) injuries occurred in defensive midfielders (3.75 injuries/athlete), seven (7.3%) injuries occurred in attacking midfielders (2.33 injuries/athlete), and 27 (28.4%) injuries occurred in strikers (3.86 injuries/athlete).

Most injuries were tendinopathies (27 injuries [28.4%]), 19 during training period and eight during matches, 17 (17.9%) were sprains (seven during training period and ten during matches), 14 (14.7%) were muscle contractures (nine during training period and five during matches), 13 (13.7%) were myalgias (seven during training period and six during matches), nine (9.4%) were muscular strains (two during training period and seven during matches), eight (8.4%) were acute diffuse pain (three during training period and five during matches), two (2.1%) were periostitis (two during training period and none during matches), one (1.1%) was bursitis (during training period), one (1.1%) was a fracture (during training period), one (1.1%) was synovitis (during training period), and two (2.1%) were other injuries (one during training period and one during matches). All injuries occurred in the lower limb.

Finally, regarding the mechanism of injury, 23 (24.2%) injuries occurred as a result of collisions with other athletes, 19 (20.0%) injuries as a result of twisting the knee with the foot planted firmly on the ground, 15 (15.8%) as a result of running activities, twelve (11.7%) as a result of kicking activities, eight (8.4%) as a result of jumping activities, six (6.3%) as a result of ball-crossing activities, five (5.2%) as a result of an abrupt stop, four (4.2%) as a result of falls, two (2.1%) as a result of lateral movements, one (1.1%) during dribbling, and one (1.1%) during heading.

Discussion
Since injury in soccer represents a serious problem in terms of health and performance for players and clubs, the purpose of the present study was to describe briefly the number of injuries in a Brazilian professional soccer team from the
premier league. The results of this study suggest that injuries are more prevalent during the training period and occurred most frequently in midfielders and strikers. Collisions with other athletes were referenced as the main mechanism of injury. In addition, most of the injuries were tendinopathies and sprains (ligamentous disruption).

Regarding the injury sites, lower limbs were involved in all injuries described in this study. These findings have been reported in previous studies. Indeed, injuries of the lower limbs, in which the thigh, knee, and ankle are the most commonly impaired sites, constitute 60%–85% of all soccer injuries in both sexes. These findings are most likely associated with improper use of protective equipment during training, insufficient preseason preparation, sudden movements without proper warm-up, or insufficient knowledge of team members or type and volume of exercises.

Injury occurrence during the training period was greater than during matches. There are two possible explanations for this finding: (1) much more time is spent training than playing in matches, or (2) the training regimen in soccer is characterized by overexertion (this is reflective of a higher emphasis on match-specific speed, power, and agility-conditioning drills undertaken in the training sessions).

A closer look at injury mechanisms is required for further investigations. Most of the studies did not distinguish between contact and noncontact injury patterns. In the present study, most injuries occurred as a result of collisions with other athletes. This result is in line with previous studies. In the study of mechanisms of injuries in the English Premier League, the most frequent contacts that led to injury were the results of being tackled, tackling, and being charged. In order to reduce incidence and severity of contact injuries, more intense enforcement of rules by referees and more emphasis on proper usage of protective measures could be effective. By better planning of strength and proprioceptive exercises and also improving performance techniques, the incidence of noncontact injuries may be reduced.

Our results concerning the frequency of injuries in the six player positions (goalkeepers, center backs, wing-/fullbacks, defensive midfielders, attacking midfielders, and strikers) are in accordance with previous studies, because in this study, the highest number of injuries occurred in the strikers and defensive players. This result may be explained by considering the new style of soccer: strength, speed, and especially directional changes at high acceleration predispose both attack and defense players to injuries and increase the possibility of collisions with opponents.

This study demonstrates that there is a need for greater safety awareness in the training environment. A trained sports physician was available for this team, but not all teams have access to this level of medical support. In addition, an understanding of the demands of training and the effects that injuries have on players is essential for the identification of injury-prevention strategies. Finally, further studies must be conducted to clarify the relationship between injuries and field conditions.
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